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Bring a bag 

 

Logline:	A	philandering	eco-builder	pays	heavily	for	succumbing	to	an	irresistible	gold-digger	as	he	fights	terminal	

illness	to	a	dramatic	and	poignant	conclusion.
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BOB, (45) a buff builder and his attractive, sophisticated wife, and mother of young twins, MARIANNE (32), conflict as their 

potentially lucrative zero carbon housing project peaks. Bob recruits APRIL (22), an attractive, ambitious Marianne clone. 

 

Intriguingly the trio bond, attend a fateful international trade fair and fleetingly meet LESLEY (50), an adulterous 

entrepreneur. Lesley and Bob unwittingly exchange iPhones. The provocatively dressed “sisters” and Bob indulge in the 

fairs, ultimately erotic, hedonist after party! A bemusing hospital visit, confusion, conflict, and secret incriminating iPhone 

video material result. 

 

Once home, Marianne and Bob split as he hypocritically accuses her of adultery, Marianne is distraught.  April is elated (had 

fun, has copies of the iPhone material) and moves in with the fickle Bob. 

 

Marianne and Lesley meet to innocently return iPhones, the pace quickens, the plot thickens. 

 

Shockingly, Bob is admitted to hospital with a life threatening adult leukaemia - AML. April is distraught, her plans for Bob in 

tatters. Bob is terrified. Marianne, strangely indifferent, initiates the sale of the project to Lesley’s swinger wife HELEN, (45), 

as he foolishly considers blackmail using the iPhone video!  

April and FRAN (23), a stunning girl-friend, squander Bob’s wealth. Bob survives his initial chemotherapy cycle. April is 

patient, concerned Bob may return to Marianne. Bob and April consider a life assurance fraud. Lesley’s attempt at blackmail 

backfires as Marianne engages Lesley, he is confused. April attempts to exercise her feminine charms over all and sundry. 

Vulnerable, Bob suffers, his hospital relationships fraught but for ALEC (35), a valiant fellow victim. Marianne, increasingly 

disturbed, seeks solace in Alec whose sensitive wife, KATY (30), grows increasingly suspicious of Bob, April and Marianne 

and latterly HILDA, Marianne’s protective mother. Bob confides about the trade fair to Alec. Bob lies, pledges to return to 

both Marianne and April. Alec and Katy conflict over Marianne’s interest in Alec. Katy is distraught at Alec’s similar roller 

coaster medical progress.  

Bob’s chemotherapy re-starts, April hampers his recovery so he vows to return to Marianne and dumps April. Desperate, 

April attempts blackmail of Marianne and Lesley. Marianne submits. Bob and Marianne’s mental state deteriorate. 

Hilda, appalled at Bob’s treatment of Marianne, takes subtle revenge. April, clinging to Bob and his wealth, attempts further 

insurance. Dramatically, Marianne’s designs on Alec become public. Bob, betrayed, vengefully returns to a smug April.  

Dramatically, Bob dies, un-mourned. Alec learns Katy is expecting twins. Marianne sells the business to Helen, Lesley is 

repentant. April has nothing. April and Hilda are each arrested for attempted murder. 


